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A B S T R A C T

Objective: Develop a reliable coding method of a Behavioral Health Treatment Model for patients with
Medically Unexplained Symptoms (BHTM-MUS).
Methods: Two undergraduates trained for 30 h coded videotaped interviews from 161 resident-simulated
patient (SP) interactions. Trained on 45 videotapes, coders coded 33 (20%) of 161 study set tapes for the
BHTM-MUS. Guetzkow’s U, Cohen’s Kappa, and percent of agreement were used to measure coders’
reliability in unitizing and coding residents’ skills for eliciting: education and informing (4 yes/no items),
motivating (2), treatment statements (5), commitment and goals (2), negotiates plan (8), non-emotion
patient-centered skills (4), and patient-centered emotional skills (8).
Results: 60 items were dichotomized a priori from analysis of the BHTM-MUS and were reduced to 33
during training. Guetzkow’s U ranged from .00 to .082. Kappa ranged from 0.76 to 0.97 for the 7 variables
and 33 individual items. The overall kappa was 0.87, and percent of agreement was 95.7%. Percent of
agreement by item ranged from 85 to 100%.
Conclusions: A highly reliable coding method is recommended to evaluate medical clinicians’ behavioral
care skills in patients with unexplained symptoms.
Practice implications: A way to rate behavioral care in patients with unexplained symptoms

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Treatment of behavioral health disorders, defined as mental
and/or substance use disorders, falls largely to medical clinicians
[1,2] but few have been trained [3–7]. From two RCTs, our group
identified a Behavioral Health Treatment Model for Patients with
Medically Unexplained Symptoms (BHTM-MUS) [8,9]; see Table 1.
The model is designed to guide medical clinicians in managing
patients with chronic, disabling MUS and comorbid depression
and/or prescription opioid misuse [8–11]. This patient group
represents the majority of patients with behavioral disorders in
medical settings, often presenting with chronic pain [12]; it does
not include the significant minority of patients presenting solely
with psychological symptoms or those with organic diseases and
comorbid depression or another behavioral disorder.

In 2014, we published our plan to evaluate a curriculum for
training residents in the BHTM-MUS using a quasi-experimental
design with pre-post measures [13]. We report here a coding
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system using yes/no items to evaluate residents’ skills with the
BHTM-MUS. Based on previous success using dichotomized items
to evaluate skills-defined patient-centered interviewing [14], our
goal was to maximize reliability and know which specific skills in
the BHTM-MUS were or were not learned.

2. Methods

2.1. Design, setting, and participants

Residents were evaluated once in a modern Simulation Center
where they were videotaped interviewing standardized patients
(SP). Residents (n = 161) were primarily male (n = 93, 58%) and
international graduates (n = 89/161, 55%). Resident ethnicity was
Asian (n = 71, 44%), Caucasian (n = 57, 35%), Black (n = 5, 3%),
Hispanic/Latino (n = 1, <1%), and another race or ethnicity (n = 22,
14%). Resident’s level of training ranged from 0 to 3 years at the
time of data collection. Twelve simulated patients (SP) ranged in
age from 38 to 58 and were primarily Caucasian (n = 11) and female
(n = 8). The larger study, of which the present report is a part,
comprised three interviews, only the BHTM-MUS interview is
reported here. The other two interviews involved patient-centered
interviewing [14] and informing and motivating. SPs initially
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Table 1
The Behavioral Health Treatment Model for Medically Unexplained Symptoms (BHTM-MUS).

PT = physical therapy; OMT = osteopathic manipulative treatment; At each of the 4 ECGN steps, use
NURS at least once; NURS = Name the emotion, Understand the emotion, Respect the emotion;
Support the emotion � the NURS skills are used to establish the relationship [18].
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trained for 20 h, and received approximately 6.5 h of training/year
to ensure fidelity. Instructions, scenarios, and scripts received by
SPs are available from the authors. The university Institutional
Review Board approved this project

2.2. Procedure

SPs enacted a scenario to test skills with the BHTM-MUS:
chronic pain patient with major depression, and prescription
narcotic misuse. Residents (n = 161) were videotaped interacting
with a SP. Each interview was allotted 15 min and occurred in a
modern Simulation Center. SPs never interviewed more than 6
residents in one day to minimize participant fatigue.

Two undergraduate students, independent of the study, were
trained by the authors to rate resident-SP interactions. We met for
a total of 30 h. Coders were trained on a small selection of pilot
videotapes which were reviewed in person, and discrepancies in
coders’ identification of the content and ratings were discussed
until coding agreements could be reached and there was clarity on
definitions. Trained coders required approximately 30 min per tape
which were approximately 12 min in duration (range 6–15 min).
Coders first reviewed the tape in its entirety and then reviewed the
tape a second time. The overall unit of analysis was the entire
Table 2
The Behavioral Health Treatment Model for Med
Coding Sheet (33 items).
interview. The location of each item within the interview was
identified as well.

2.3. Instrumentation

Our coding procedure is based on the BHTM-MUS (Table 1) [11]
and on an evidence-based patient-centered interview [14];
available from the authors. Believing they are of equal importance,
the authors sought to approximately equally balance patient-
centered skills with the BHTM-MUS skills. We also sought to have
approximately one-third of the BHTM-MUS skills represent
Planning because this dimension often is not well represented
[15]. After several iterations and removal of confusing and
redundant items, we identified 60 yes/no items. Then, during
rater training, we progressively excluded 27 additional items,
retaining the 33 items where coders consistently agreed with each
other and with our conceptual and operational definitions; the
final balance was 12 patient-centered items and 21 BHTM-MUS
items of which there were 8 Planning items; see Table 2 for the
coding sheet.

Deriving from motivational interviewing [16,17], the 7 BHTM-
MUS variables in Table 3 were: 1) Educating and Informing (4
items); 2) Motivating (2 items); 3) Treatment Statements (5 items);
ically Unexplained Symptoms (BHTM-MUS)
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SSRI = selective serotonin uptake inhibitor; SNRI = selective norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor;
OMT = osteopathic manipulative treatment; NURS = naming, understanding, respecting, support-
ing; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging.
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4) Commitment and Goals (2 items); 5) Negotiates Plan (8 items);
6) Non-Emotion Patient-Centered Skills (4 items); and 7) Patient-
Centered Emotional Skills (8 items). Educating/Informing begins
with the critical inquiry about the patient’s explanatory model,
then applying cognitive reorientation principles to correct
misunderstanding. Motivating identifies somewhat similar inform-
ing statements but with a motivating component. Treatment
Statements provide key information about an important treatment
that includes antidepressants and tapering narcotics. Commitment
and Goals identifies statements seeking patients’ commitment to
treatment as an active participant. Negotiates Plan addresses
multiple elements of a negotiated treatment plan; this variable
captures the most extensive representation of skills required for
behavioral management. Non-Emotion Patient-Centered Skills
identifies non-emotion-based patient centered skills such as
agenda setting and patient-centered inquiry. Patient-Centered
Emotional Skills identifies the key emotional skills needed to
establish a relationship, highlighted by inquiry about emotion and
responding empathically to it using NURS: Naming, Understand-
ing, Respecting, and Supporting [18]. A highly detailed codebook
was developed and is available from the authors.
2.4. Statistical analysis

Guetzkow’s U is a statistic used to measure the reliability of the
number and location of units as determined by two independent
coders; this statistic is used to estimate the unitizing reliability by
observing the frequency of disagreements among coders [19].
Cohen’s Kappa measures inter-rater reliability, and is a reliability
coefficient that takes chance agreement into account [20]. Newly
trained coders independently rated 33 (20%) randomly selected
videotapes from the study set of 161 total tapes to establish inter-
rater reliability; the first author’s Dept. of Communication reports
that a 20% sample is the standard used for reliability determi-
nations in their and many other departments. Once inter-rater
reliability was established, coders discussed all disagreements and
recoded. Percent of agreement was calculated for each item,
variable, and overall.

3. Results

Guetzkow’s U ranged from a very satisfactory .00 to .082.
Cohen’s kappa for all items on 33 videotapes was 0.87. Kappas for
each variable were: Educating and Informing = 0.76; Motivating =



Table 3
Statistical Results for all Behavioral Health Treatment Variables and Items.

No. Item Percent of Agreement Guetzkow’s U

Educating and Informing (Kappa = .76)
1 Determines patient’s understand of problems or cause 96.9 .015
2 Any mention of expectation of outcome of what should be done 100 .000
3 Informs tests are negative or don’t provide explanation of problem 96.9 .015
4 Informs further testing/consultation not needed 93.9 .031

Motivating (Kappa = .84)
5 Problem is real and “not patient’s head” 93.9 .031
6 Gives a name to what patient has or medical explanation of diagnosis 90.9 .048

Treatment Statements (Kappa = .86)
7 Explains that there is a better treatment 93.9 .031
8 Explains that depression is part of the problem and needs treated 100 .000
9 Explains that narcotics make pain worse/do not work 84.8 .082
10 Explains narcotics need to be tapered/discontinued 93.9 .031
11 Asks patient to summarize their understanding 100 .0000.000

Commitment and Goals (Kappa = .83)
12 Seeks patient’s opinion/input/commitment to treatment 87.9 .065
13 Indicates patient needs to be an active participant 96.9 .015

Negotiates Plan (Kappa = .83)
14 Asks present narcotics dose and regularizes schedule 90.0 .048
15 Determines baseline physical activities/exercise 96.9 .015
16 Mentions an exercise program 84.8 .082
17 Indicates importance of social life/mentions social activity program 93.9 .031
18 Mentions other aspect of treatment plan 96.9 .015
19 Does NOT advice inappropriate medications/consultations 84.8 .082
20 Arranges explicit contact within 1–3 weeks 90.9 .048
21 Summarizes treatment plan 93.9 .031

Non-Emotion Patient-Centered Skills (Kappa = .97)
22 Sets agenda in first 5 min 100 .000
23 Uses “impact on personal dimension of self” statement 96.9 .015
24 Uses “impact on others” statement 100 0.000
25 Uses “self-disclosure” statement of resident about medical/other issues they have had 100 0.000

Patient-Centered Emotional Skills (Kappa = .90)
26 Asks about emotion/concern/mood/stress 93.9 .031
27 Asks about emotion/concern/mood/stress 93.9 .031
28 Names an emotional reaction 90.9 .048
29 Expresses understanding of any aspect of an emotion 96.9 .015
30 Acknowledges plight or difficulty regarding an emotional issues 96.9 .015
31 Praises anything regarding their response to emotion 100 .000
32 Expresses personal support in response to emotion 96.9 .015
33 Notes others’ support in response to emotion 100 .000
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0.84; Treatment Statements = 0.86; Commitment and Goals = 0.83;
Negotiates Plan = 0.83; Patient-Centered Skills = 0.97; and Patient-
Centered Emotional Skills = 0.90 (see Table 3). The overall percent of
agreement for all items was 95.7%, and percent of agreement for
each item ranged from 85 to 100%.

4. Discussion, conclusion, and practice implications

4.1. Discussion

This brief report describes a highly reliable method for coding
how well medical clinicians deploy a Behavioral Health Treatment
Model for Patients with Medically Unexplained Symptoms (BHTM-
MUS). Because this is a behaviorally-defined (skills-based) model,
we were able to use dichotomous coding of the actual behaviors
(skills) used rather than the more subjective Likert scales. This
allowed us to achieve higher reliability even though yes/no coding
retains some subjectivity. Another attribute of a yes/no coding is
that we were able to use less costly undergraduate students
without any prior training in medicine or science. Finally, to guide
teaching, we can identify which skills are not learned. To reduce
the potential loss of information that can occur with dichotomizing
items, we weighted the numbers of items for each variable to
reflect their relative importance to the BHTM-MUS. We reviewed
several well-investigated measures, but they did not fit the needs
of this study because of uneven reliabilities [21–26] and not fully
capturing the patient-centered component of the BHTM-MUS and,
especially, not adequately representing its planning dimensions
[15].

The coding method has a strong conceptual base, anchored in
an evidence-based patient-centered interviewing method as well
as the evidence-based BHTM-MUS [8,9,11,18,27]. We are aware of
no other coding methods or Likert-type rating methods of
behavioral treatment models for medical clinicians. As it becomes
more and more apparent that medical clinicians provide most
behavioral health care, training will need to be greatly increased.
The coding procedure described is designed to evaluate major
parts of behavioral training.

Limitations of this study are the unavailability of other coding
methods for comparison and not comparing our coding method to
other measures of effective behavioral treatment, such as patient
satisfaction or learner self-efficacy. The larger study of which this
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report is a part will provide data on both as well as pre/post
learning of the BHTM-MUS using a quasi-experimental design.
Thus, solid validity data will soon be available as described
previously in our study design [13]. Finally, only residents were
studied so that coding on students and practitioners will be needed
in the future.

4.2. Conclusion

This study reports a highly reliable coding method that is
representative of the skills required by medical clinicians to
conduct behavioral health care in patients with unexplained
symptoms. It is recommended as the initial criterion standard for
the new field of preparing medical clinicians to conduct behavioral
health care.

4.3. Practice implications

This study provides a way to evaluate clinicians’ conduct of
behavioral care in patients with unexplained symptoms.
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